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PF1.3: Family cash benefits

Definitions and methodology
Family cash benefits (FCB) are here defined as child-related cash transfers to families, and such
support is generally used by families towards the cost of raising children. The value of family benefits here
concerns child allowances for families with children age 3-12 (in some countries payment rates vary with
the age of the child) . The chosen ages generally avoid overlap with income support during parental leave
periods (PF2.1). The benefits here include “refundable” or “non-wastable” tax credits (i.e. benefits that are
paid in cash when the tax liability of a family is not large enough to make (full) use of a particular fiscal
adavantage or tax credit), but other wise fiscal support is not covered here.

Key findings
Table PF1.3.A provides an overview of family benefit schemes across countries. In most cases,
benefits are restricted to families with children. In over half of the countries, FCB amounts do not depend
on family income and are paid as universal benefits. Among those countries, Austria, France and Germany
pay additional income-tested benefits to low-income families, families with young children or unemployed
parents (respectively). Universal FCB may vary depending on the household’s work situation. For
example, in Belgium FCB are increased from the seventh month of unemployment. Universal family cash
benefits for a one-child family are most generous in Hungary, Ireland and Luxembourg, where cash
transfers for such a family can exceed 5% of the average wage of the average worker (AW).
In several countries, FCB amounts depend on family income. For example, in Iceland, benefits
decrease after an income limit with withdrawal rates that vary with the number of children, 2, 5 and 7% for
one, two and three children respectively.
In Australia, Canada, Germany, New Zealand and the UK, cash transfers may take the form of
“refundable” or “non-wastable” tax credits, as these benefits involve cash transfers to families. In these
countries, the family tax credits are income-tested, except in Germany. In the latter country, the tax credit
does not phase out when earnings increase. As most of the universal FCBs, its payment rate increases with
the number of children, but only from the fourth child onwards.
Table PF1.3.A shows the maximum age of children at which families are eligible to receive childrelated cash transfers. Frequently, countries have an upper age limit which is higher for children in
education. However, families may not be eligible to FCB if children have income of their own, are married
or do not live with their parents. Payment rates can be uniform, but more often they vary by age and/or
number of children across countries. The different age profiles of child benefit amounts are reffered to in
the third column of Table PF1.3.A: a “+” and “–” indicate that benefit amounts for children increase or
decrease with age, respectively.

Other relevant indicators: PF1.1: Public spending on family benefits; PF1.4: Neutrality of tax/benefits systems; PF2.1:
Key characteristics of parental leave systems; PF3.4: Childcare support.
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Table PF1.3.A Family Cash Benefits1, 2010
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Table PF1.3.A Family Cash Benefits1, 2010 (cont.)
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Notes:
1. Family benefits including non-wastable tax credits. All benefit amounts are shown on an annualised basis. "--" indicates that no
information is available or not applicable. In general family benefits are not taxable unless otherwise indicated..
2. "+": increases, "-": decreases, "0": remains the same, "+/-": increases or decreases (some countries give higher rates to the
youngest and oldest age groups).
3. See also the Parenting Payment in lone-parents benefits information in the OECD Benefits and Wages database.
4. Benefit amount for the first child is calculated as the difference in benefit between a 3-member and a 2-member household.
5. Benefit amount for a household with no declared income. Benefit amount as 6% (1 child percentage) of household income limit LM
10 270.
6. Footnote by Turkey: The information in this document with reference to « Cyprus » relates to the southern part of the Island.
There is no single authority representing both Turkish and Greek Cypriot people on the Island. Turkey recognizes the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC). Until a lasting and equitable solution is found within the context of United Nations, Turkey shall
preserve its position concerning the “Cyprus issue”.
7. Footnote by all the European Union Member States of the OECD and the European Commission: The Republic of Cyprus is
recognized by all members of the United Nations with the exception of Turkey. The information in this document relates to the area
under the effective control of the Government of the Republic of Cyprus.
8. The data for Israel are supplied by and under the responsibility of the relevant Israeli authorities. The use of such data by the
OECD is without prejudice to the status of the Golan Heights, East Jerusalem and Israeli settlements in the West Bank under the
terms of international law.

Source: Source: OECD Benefits and wages database 2013

Comparability and data issues
Data for family benefits have been taken from a questionnaire sent to national authorities in the
context of ther Benefits and Wages database.
Family benefits may be unrelated to the income of the family or they can be income-tested. Where
they are income-tested, benefits are usually paid only when family-income is below a specified level, and
child benefits are reduced as the family income increases. The nature of such benefit rules varies across
countries.

Further reading: OECD Babies and Bosses (various issues); OECD (2007), Benefits and Wages, OECD, Paris. OECD
Benfits and Wages database 2013 www.oecd.org/els/social/workincentives. OECD (2011) Doing Better for Families
www.oecd.org/social/family/doingbetter
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